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Gamer YouTuber Community in 
Hungary
Popularity Analysis of the Hungarian Gamer YouTubers

1. Introduction
 e social media platform YouTube was established in 2005, bought by 

Google in 2006. On YouTube anyone can create a platform, a channel. „  ese 
channels serve as the home page for that account, displaying the account’s name, 
description, and public videos that have been up- loaded to YouTube”. (Torres–
Trinidad, 2015:1)

Jean Burgess and Joshua Green analyzed in 2007, two years a  er the social 
media platform was established, the most popular contents uploaded to the site 
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and the creator of these content. Burgess and Green analyzed over 4320 videos, 
and they declared: “True to the “Broadcast Yourself” promise of YouTube, the 
survey of the most popular content looks to be weighted, just slightly, in favor of 
user-created videos. Just over half of the material, or 2177 videos, were coded as 
coming from user-created sources – content produced outside of the mainstream, 
broadcast, or established media”. (Burgess–Green, 2009:43)

Burgess and Green also declare that they found di  erent user-created 
material genres on the social media platform: vlogs, user-created music videos, 
live materials, musical performances, sport footage, and informational content 
like newscasts and videogame reviews. (Burgess–Green, 2009:43), meaning that 
content about videogames was a popular type of content in the begging of the 
YouTube as well.

Nowadays the popularity of the site has grown, in these days YouTube is 
in competition with the radios, TV channels, there are channels refreshed daily 
with new content and these channels are followed by millions of people, like a TV 
series. (Kovács, 2014)

For example, the popular YouTuber, vlogger David Dobrik publishes a vlog 
every day, and millions of people follow it, like a daily TV series, they watch it 
every day. Dobrik has approximatively 4 million subscribers, and in the last 30 
days (30 days before 21st May) he had more than 118 million views, more than 
3.9 million views on a daily basis, being the 528th most subscribed YouTuber all 
around the world.1 With this statistics Dobrik beats a lot of TV shows or TV series.

In Hungary between 20–27 may of 2017, the most clicked/viewed YouTube 
channel was RadicsPeti, gaining approximatively 1.7 million clicks,2 followed by 
the channel Barni., with approximatively 1.6 million clicks, views. Meanwhile, 
between 1–21 May 2017, the most viewed TV program was the TV2 channel’s 
Nagy Duett3, with approximatively 1 million views.  e second most watched 
TV program was transmitted on the channel RTL Klub, the Barátok közt series 
on 19th May 2017 gained 746,368 views.  is means that the most popular TV 
programs in Hungary have less views, than a YouTube channel.

 e international study, called EU Kids Online II, conducted by the London 
School of Economics and Political Science, analyzed how kids in Europe use the 
internet. In the study they used a survey, asking children between 9-16 years old. 
According to this study, 76% of the asked children from Hungary use the internet 
to watch videos, especially on YouTube4.  is means that YouTube is very popular 
among the children aged between 9 and 16, this being the most popular activity 
on the internet.

It is clear, that YouTube was the home of the user generated content since it 
was established and YouTube is one of the most popular social media platform 
among the younger generation, as watching YouTube videos is the most popular 
activity among this generation. But how is the internet community built? Who is 
the most popular YouTuber in Hungary? Is the content creator with the highest 
number of subscribers or views the most popular in the content creator in the 
YouTuber community as well?

2.Research Questions
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 e purpose of this paper is to  nd out if the most popular gamer YouTube 
channel among the viewers is the most popular channel in the gamer YouTuber 
community from Hungary as well. In order to  nd out who is the most popular 
among the viewers, I analyzed each channel from my sample by the number of 
subscribers, total views, average number of views and number of uploaded videos. 
In the other hand, in order to  nd out who is the most popular YouTuber among 
the YouTubers I did a network analysis, based on subscriptions, related channel 
section and recommended channel section, analyzing all of the channels, from 
the sample, therefore all of the gaming channels from Hungary with more than 
20,000 subscribers.

2.1. Research Questions
1. Is the most popular YouTuber among the viewers the most popular 

YouTuber among the YouTubers?
2. Are there sub-networks in the gamer YouTuber community? If yes, do 

they have a leader or a hub?

I chose to analyze the gamer YouTuber community from Hungary. 

2.2. Why the Gamer YouTuber Community from Hungary?
 ere are more reasons I chose to analyze the gamer YouTuber community 

from Hungary. One of the reasons is the language, being a Hungarian it is easier 
for me to understand what the content is about, and to understand the videos, the 
descriptions below the videos, and the About section at every channel.

But the main reason I chose Hungary is that it is a small country, with a 
really small YouTuber community, so I was able to analyze a large sample, a really 
big part of the whole population. In Hungary there are 161 gaming channels, I 
analyzed 94 channels, more than half of the whole population. But considering 
the fact that I was interested in the most popular channels, I limited the mini-
mum number of subscribers, I only analyzed the gaming channels with more 
than 20,000 subscribers, and I analyzed almost all of the channels with more 
than 20,000 subscribers (except 3 channels which I found a  er I  nished the data 
collection).

2.3. Why Gaming Channels?
Based on data forming the website www.tubenews.hu, the gamer community 

is the largest YouTuber community in Hungary, and one of the fastest growing, 
and with a really large fan-base, huge number of viewers. 

TubeNews.hu is a news portal about the Hungarian online video world, 
publishing articles about the most popular YouTubers or YouTube trends, and 
publishing every week YouTube top lists. 
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Figure 1: List of the most popular Hungarian YouTube channels, based on 
the number of subscribers

According to the website there are 161 gaming channels in Hungary5, 
channels uploading content related to gaming, like game-plays, streams, unboxing 
videos, game reviews, montages etc. In comparison, the second most popular 
YouTube genre in Hungary is the vlog, there are 120 vlogging channels according 
to the website.

Reviewing the list of the most popular channels in Hungary from the same 
website, we can  nd out that out of the 20 most popular channels in Hungary 
(most popular by the number of subscribers) 10 channels are gaming channels (3rd 
by number of subscribers  eVR, 4thluckeY, 10th James, 12th BTURBO, 14th Barni., 
15th zsDav, 16th pingvinharcos, 17th BENIIPOWA, 18th IstiSzalay, 20th KD csapat).7 
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 is suggests, that gaming is not only a popular YouTube genre, but the viewers 
are interested in the content uploaded by these gamers, content creators.

YouTube Community Analysis by Torres and Trinidad
Ian Torres and Jacob Conrad Trinidad analyzed the structure of the potential 

networks in YouTube, and they published their result in the article: Analysis of 
the YouTube Channel Recommendation Network.  ey analyzed the channel 
recommendation at 228 575 channel. “  is can be done in two ways: the user 
can choose to feature a channel or YouTube can recommend a channel whose 
content is similar to the current channel. YouTube features both of these types of 
recommendations in separate sidebars on the user’s channel”. (Torres–Trinidad, 
2015:1) Both of them can be measured, and shows how YouTubers interact on the 
social media platform, who is the most popular among the populars.

On YouTube Help both type of recommendation is speci  ed:
Recommended or related channel, recommendation made by YouTube 

algorithm: any YouTuber can opt to have their channel listed on other channels 
that potential viewers might be watching.  is section is called “Related channels”, 
visible on the right side of a channel.

“Channel recommendations are created based on:
 What channels are watched by the same users;
 Whether the videos are about similar topics;
 Whether the channels are suitable for the same audience.

You can’t control what channels appear in the “Related channels” section on 
your own channel, but you can opt out to remove the section completely”.8

Featured channel, recommendation made by the user: “You can organize 
and promote content that you want to highlight on your channel using channel 
sections. A section lets you to group videos together in a particular way so that 
your audience can make easier decisions about what they want to watch. You can 
have up to 10 sections on one channel.

You can assemble sections based on a common theme and create sections 
from videos, a single existing playlist (created by you or someone else), a group of 
playlists or a group of channels.

If you have the Paid Subscriptions feature enabled for your channel and your 
channel is packaged with another paid channel, you can feature channels included 
with this subscription and free channels presented without ads in a section”.9

Torres and Trinidad analyzed 228,575 channels, 400,249 user 
recommendations and 400,249 YouTube recommendations, in order to analyze 
the structure of the network, they have created detailed visualizations, compared 
the structures of the small communities they found. (Torres–Trinidad, 2015:1) 

 ey chose the Top 1000 channel by subscriptions, and then expended their data, 
so they didn’t analyze one speci  c community, but the YouTube as whole, and 
then speci  ed the sub-communities such as music, gaming, entertainment or 
Spanish channels.
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In the conclusion of their article they wrote: “YouTube has an interesting 
channel recommendation network structure. As we have seen, channel 
recommendations tend to be towards other channels that contain similar types 
of content. In particular, our community structure analysis revealed the strong 
presence and community of entertainment channels, gaming channels, and 
music channels (in particular Vevo)” (Torres–Trinidad, 2015:9). 

In the conclusion they mention that they see opportunities in analyzing only 
one type of community, for example gaming, in order to see the structure of the 
sub-networks of one big network.  ey also see opportunity in examination of 
meta-information about channels, like subscriber count, age, number of videos, if 
these data could be predicted by the structure of the networks.

Torres and Trinidad used three models in their research in order to describe 
the YouTube channel recommendation network: “Let all three of these models be 
directed graphs where the nodes are channels, and there is an edge from channel 
ci to channel cj if ci recommends cj. In model user, ci recommends cj if the user 
of channel ci recommends cj. In model YouTube, ci recommends cj if YouTube’s 
system recommends channel cj on channel ci”. (Torre–Trinidad, 2015:3)  e 
third model was called model all, where ci recommends cj, if cj is recommended 
by ci either by the user or by the YouTube’s system.

In my research I applied the research method they used to analyze the 
communities on YouTube, and applied one of their suggestions, too: meta-
information analysis.

Research Method
YouTube channel: a free platform, anyone can create one on the YouTube.
YouTuber: a video content creator, shares his/her own content on his/her 

YouTube channel.
Subscription: Subscriptions are an important part of YouTube experience, 

if there are speci  c channels that you like, subscribe to them, any videos that 
channel publishes will show up in the Subscriptions feed, this makes it simple to 
keep up with the channel.10

5.1. Meta-information analysis: most Popular YouTubers among the 

Viewers
In order to create a list of the most popular YouTube channels from Hun-

gary, I analyzed all of them from the sample by their number of subscribers, 
total number of views, number of uploaded videos and average number of views. 

 ese datas are available on every YouTube channel, except the average number of 
views.  e number of subscribers, number of uploaded videos, views are available 
at the About section of a channel.

Subscribers: the easiest way to measure popularity.  e higher the number of 
subscribers is, the content reaches more people, as it appears in the subscription 
feed of every subscriber. If the number of subscribers is high, a new uploaded 
video can easily generate more views, in a short period of time.

Views: this shows, how many times were all the videos watched, since they 
were uploaded on the site on a Channel.
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Number of uploaded videos: since the content creator joined the social media 
platform, how many videos were uploaded to the channel.

Average number of views: the views divided by the number of uploaded 
videos, the average number of views per uploaded video. It is more precise, 
compared to the number of subscribers or the number of total views, as it 
shows how many people watch in average, the content created by a YouTuber, 
not considering its subscribers. If the average number of views is higher than the 
number of subscribers, means that not only the subscribers watch the content on 
a channel, but other people, too. If the average number of views is equal or less 
than the number of subscribers, means that only people subscribed to a channel 
watch the content uploaded by the YouTuber or not even them.

5.2. Network Analysis:  e Most Popular YouTubers among the 

YouTubers
I applied two models used by Torres and Trinidad: model user and model 

YouTube, but instead of model all I used model subscriptions. As mentioned 
before, any YouTube channel can subscribe to other channel, based on their in-
terest, so YouTubers can subscribe to other YouTubers they like, which shows 
whose content is the most interesting in the YouTuber community.

In these category I analyzed:
· Recommended or related channel: recommendation made by 

YouTube: ci recommends cj if YouTube’s system recommends 
channel cj on channel ci.

· Featured channels: recommendation made by user: ci recommends 
cj if the user of channel ci recommends cj.

· Subscriptions: a YouTuber is subscribed to another YouTuber, from 
the sample: ci subscribed to cj, if cj appears in ci’s subscription list.

All the channels are nodes and the recommended channels and subscriptions 
are the edges.

5.3.Sample
I analyzed 95 YouTube channels, if the channel ful  lled the following criteria:

·  e creator uploads videos related to gaming: game-plays, tutorials, 
game reviews, gaming montages etc.;

· It has at least 20 000 subscribers;
·  ey create content on Hungarian language;
·  e creator is not a public  gure or known for something else, if the 

creator is a public  gure or known for something else, didn’t  t the 
criteria even if created content similar to other YouTubers;

·  e creator uploaded videos in the last two months (I analyzed the 
channels in April 2017, so the creator had to be active since February 
of 2017.)

In the sampling I chose the snowball system, going from channel to channel, in 
order to  nd all of them, if they ful  lled the criteria above. First of all, I analyzed 
the channels I know by their meta-information (number of subscribers, number 
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of average views, total views and number of uploaded videos). A  er I  nished it I 
analyzed the recommendation section, featured section and subscription list, in 
order to  nd other channels, when I  nished those channels found in these three 
sections, I analyzed their recommendation and featured section and subscription 
list, to  nd other channels. 
I also used the list of gamer YouTubers created by the site www.tubenews.com 
(mentioned before), in order to monitor my sample.  eir list is not complete, 
I found gamer channels that are not on their list, but the sites’ database was 
useful for monitoring and looking for other channels, on which I could apply my 
sampling method.
When collecting the sample I saw the sub-networks in the big gamer YouTuber 
society. I found little circles while collecting the data, channel Y recommended, 
featured or subscribed to channel A, B and C, and channel A, B and C all 
recommended, featured and subscribed to channel X as well, but not others, 
meaning that there must be some sub-networks in the big gamer YouTuber society.

7. Result

7.1. Popularity among the Viewers
It is really hard to analyze the popularity on YouTube, the numbers of 

subscribers, total number of views, average number of views or number of 
uploaded videos don’t represent who is the most popular, who is the second, etc.

 e most popular number to measure popularity is the number of 
subscribers, but it doesn’t represent the viewers or fans loyalty, interest in the 
content, as the number of subscribers doesn’t show exactly who watches the 
videos.  e total number of views and the average number of views represent the 
interaction between the viewers and the creators, this shows how many people 
watched in total the content uploaded to the channel, or how many people watch 
a video in average.

 ere is a big di  erence between the number of subscribers and the number 
of views per video, which shows that not all the subscribers watch all the videos 
uploaded to a channel. Smaller the channel is closer the average number of views 
is to the number of subscribers, which shows that the people subscribed to small 
channels are interested in that content, while the bigger the channels is the 
average number of views is lower, and there is o  en less than half views per video 
compared to the number of subscribers.

 e small channels are o  en built around one game, but as the channel 
develops the creator starts to play other games, too, starts to upload content, 
videos about other games, it follows that at the really big channels we can  nd a 
lot of di  erent games and di  erent types of games. For example we can  nd at a 
channel  rst person shooter, real-time strategy or more exactly, we can  nd the 
following, very di  erent games uploaded to the same channel: FIFA, Minecra  , 
Fallout 4.

 is may mean, that the viewers are more interested in games and are less 
interested in the content creator, YouTuber.  e viewers watch and subscribe to 
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channel which presents a game that the viewers are interested in, for example 
Minecra  . But as the channel develops, the creator tries out other games, too, for 
example Counter Strike: Global O  ensive (CS:GO).  e viewers, who were loyal 
to the creator, and watched all of their videos related to Minecra   won’t watch the 
new videos about the new game, as they are not interested in it, they don’t play 
it. But the new game may gain new viewers, which didn’t watched the YouTubers 
content about Minecra  , as they were not interested in it, but they watch the 
videos about CS:GO, as they might be playing it.  is means that a second group 
of viewer will subscribe to the channels but they won’t watch the videos related 
to Minecra  , only the videos about CS:GO, and reverse, the viewers who were 
interested in the Minecra  , won’t watch the videos related to CS:GO, and might 
even “leave” the YouTuber as he started another game and will choose another 
content creator. 

 is may be the reason of why there is a big di  erence between the average 
number of views and the number of subscribers: as the channels develop and the 
gamers start to upload contents about di  erent games, di  erent type of viewers 
subscribe to the channel, but they only watch the contents related to the game 
they are interested in.

 is could mean that the game the YouTuber is playing is more important 
than how the YouTuber creates the content, or what features the YouTuber has. 
But a poor quality content or a bad YouTuber won’t gain subscribers or views. 
A person will not watch a YouTuber just because it plays the viewers favorite 
game, the YouTuber has to be funny, smart etc., has to show how to play a game, 
how to solve a level or quest, how to develop a skill, or how to develop the game-
style, or has to create funny content.  e game only is not enough for views and 
subscribers.

7.2. Popularity among the YouTubers
As I mentioned this in my paper before, at the Sample capitol, it was clear 

at the data collection that there are small sub-networks in the gamer YouTuber 
society. When collecting the data I saw that di  erent channels appear only at 
some channels recommended channel section and featured channels section and 
reverse.  e big channels recommended and featured at other big channels, the 
smaller channels recommended and featured smaller channels.

When analyzing the data in NodeXl it became clear, that there are small 
networks in the big network based on the number of subscribers and built around 
one game.

In the gamer society we can di  erentiate the following sub-networks:
1.  e channels with the highest number of subscribers;
2.  e  rst Minecra   community, which members have got a high number 

of subscribers;
3.  e second Minecra   community, which members have got average or 

lower number of subscribers;
4.  e Counter Strike: Global O  ensive community;
5.  e FIFA community;
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6.  e Grand  e   Auto V community;
7. Small channels, which are not part of any community.

All of the sub-networks are built around a game, except the sub-network of 
the channels, with the highest number of subscribers. As I mentioned before, as 
a channel develops, the creators starts to play di  erent games, this is why these 
big channels, like  eVR, Isti Plays, zsozeatya, luckeY, James, Barni. are not 
part of the sub-networks which members are the channels with average or lower 
number of subscribers. Some of the big channels are part of the sub-networks, 
like BTURBO, who is the member, and the hub in the Counter Strike: Global 
O  ensive community or OwnMcKendry. But there are really small channels as 
well, which are not part of any community.

Based on the recommendation made by YouTube, the following channels 
are hubs: Nessaj, Gery:), BTURBO; zsozeatya and  eVR.  ese channels are the 
hubs because the YouTubes’ algorithm promotes, recommends the channels with 
high number of subscribers.

Based on the recommendation made by the YouTubers the following channels 
could be hubs: Gamezone05 –  e GameFather (part of the GTA V community), 
OwnMcKendry, zsGames, IceBlueBird, Comet988TM (part of the  rst Minecra   
community), Sajt32, luckeY, BENIIPOWA Gery:) (part of the second Minecra   
communnity), Rekal and Bazsi (members of the FIFA community).

We can’t  nd hubs based on the subscriptons, as the sub-network based 
on the subsriptions are too random, they aren’t built around a game or by the 
number of subscribers.

We can’t  nd one channel which would be the most popular among the 
gamers.  ere are channels in the sub-network which can be considered as hubs, 
but we cannot say that there is one or two channels, that are considered the most 
viewed or respected channel in the whole community.

 e hubs mentioned before aren’t dominant, not all of the members of one 
community are subscribed to it, or mention it in the featured section in their 
channel, and the YouTube’s algorithm recommends it in the recommended 
channels section at the channel.

 e channels from a sub-network promote each other, they feature each 
other.  e channels, that are members of the same community, play together, they 
stream their gameplay together in the same time, mention the other YouTubers in 
the title of the video, if they upload it to YouTube.  is means that they help each 
other, try to have fun together, and in the other hand try to share their viewers, 
gain more subscribers and viewers together.

But the channels, that are popular among the viewers appear among the 
YouTubers as well.  ese channels, which are popular among the viewers, are not 
as popular among the YouTubers, but they are represented, and may be considered 
hubs in the network.  e biggest channels, based on the number of subscribers, 
like channels  eVR, luckeY, zsozeatya, Isti Szalay, OwnMcKendry, DoggyAndi–
GamePlay, IceBlueBird, BTURBO appear at both, among the viewers and among 
the YouTubers. But not all the big channels based on the number of subscribers 
are as popular among the YouTubers, like channels James, Pingvinharcos, Barni., 
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all of them are among the ten most popular YouTuber based on the number of 
subscribers, but they are not hubs or part of any sub-network in the gaming 
community.

Conclusions
It is really hard to measure popularity of YouTube channels and to de  ne 

who is the most popular YouTuber among the viewers and among the Youtubers 
as well.

 e meta-information collected of the channels shows, that there is a big 
di  erence between the number of subscribers and the number of views per video, 
only a small part of the people subscribed to a channel actually watch the content 
uploaded to it. As I mentioned before, in the case of gamer YouTuber channels, 
the number of views and the number of subscribers is related to the number of 
games a YouTuber is playing.  e game a YouTuber is playing is as important as 
the YouTuber itself, if we measure popularity among the viewers.  e number 
of subscribers grows at the same time as the YouTuber starts to upload content 
about di  erent games, but the number of views is not growing with it, as not all 
the subscribers are interested in all the games a YouTubers plays and presents at 
the channel.  e YouTuber and the game are related if we talk about popularity 
among the viewers.

 ere are games well-presented in the gamer YouTuber society from Hunga-
ry: Minecra  , Counter Strike:Global O  ensive, FIFA, Grand  e   Auto V, there 
are sub-networks built around these games in the gamer society. But there are 
other games, too, but they are not as well-presented as these four. If we measure 
popularity we should analyze the sub-networks built around these games, and 
not analyze the gamer society as a big society.

But there are channels, which are not part of the communities built around 
these games.  e YouTubers, with high number of subscribers, play and upload 
content about di  erent types of games, which means that they are not and even 
can’t be part of any communities built around one game. And there is another 
sub-network in the community: the channels with average or smaller number of 
subscribers, which are not members of any other sub-network, as they don’t play 
the above mentioned games, or simply are not connected to any of the members of 
other sub-network.  ese small channels are not connected to each other either.

 is leads to other two sub-networks in the gaming society: the big channels, 
with the highest number of subscribers, and the small channels, with average or 
smaller number of subscribers, which are not members of any community, and 
are not connected. But as these channels are not connected to any other channels 
or sub-networks I de  ned them as one sub-network.

 is means that the really big channels and these small channels are not 
members of the small networks, communities. 

 e answer to my second research question is: yes, there are small 
communities in the big community, and yes, we can identify hubs in these 
communities, but these hubs are not necessarily the channels which are popular 
among the viewers.
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But not all the sub-networks have got hubs or a leader.  e members of the 
sub-networks are connected to each other, they play together, stream together, 
mention the other channels from the sub-network in their featured channel 
section or in the title of a video uploaded to the channel. If the other YouTuber 
“appears” in the video, they mention each other in the About section at the 
channel.  e members of the communities help one another, there is no hierarchy 
between them. But there some channels which may be considered the leaders of 
the communities.

Only channel BTURBO which channel is the fourth by the number of 
subscribers can be considered as a hub in the gaming YouTuber community, be-
ing a member of the Counter Strike: Global O  ensive sub-network, channels 
OwnMcKendry (17th by the number of subscribers), DoggyAndi–GamePlay (18th 
by the number of subscribers), IceBlueBird (19th by the number of subscribers), 
members of the community built around the game Minecra  , are hubs among 
YouTubers and can be considered, by the number of subscribers, important for 
the viewers, too. But they are members of the community, not necessarily the 
leaders of it, they are also connected to the other members of the community, they 
are not more important in the community.

 ere are other hubs among the YouTubers, like channel Gamezone05–
 eGameFather (23rd by the number of subscribers), being the leader of the 

THC crew, a crew which promotes the console gaming and the leader of the sub-
network built around the game Grand  e   Auto V. But channel Gamezone05 
–  eGamefather is not as important among the viewers as it is among the 
YouTubers, more precisely among the community built around the game Grand 

 e   Auto V.
We can  nd when analyzing the gamer YouTuber community other types of 

hubs as well, like the channels  eVR (1st by the number of subcribers), zsozeatya 
(15th by the number of subscribers), KD csapat (10th by the number of subscribers), 
IstiSzalay (8th by the number of subscriber) which are important channels among 
the viewers, and appear as small hubs among the YouTubers as well. But these 
YouTubers, as they have a high number of subscribers, play a variety of games, are 
not part of any sub-network, but they also appear in the recommendation section 
and featured channels section at channels from the sample.

On the other hand, there are channels which are really popular among the 
viewers, like channels Barni. (7th by the number of subscribers), James (3rd by the 
number of subscribers) which are not hubs or members of any gamer YouTuber 
community, these channels don’t appear in the recommendation section or 
featured section at other channels.  is means that not all the channels, which 
are popular among the viewers, are popular among the YouTubers as well, there 
are channels which are not important at all in the gamer Youtuber community, 
even if they are really important for the viewers.

 is means, that it is hard to answer my  rst research question with a yes 
or no, the gamer YouTuber community from Hungary is subtler. Yes, there are 
channels which are popular among the viewers and among the YouTubers as 
well, but on the other hand, there are channels which are popular among the 
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viewers, but they are not important member of the gamer YouTuber community, 
and reverse, there are channels important in the gamer YouTuber community, 
but these channels are not very popular among the viewers. We can’t say that the 
most popular YouTuber among the viewers is the leader of the gamer YouTuber 
community in Hungary, that the channel  eVR or luckeY (  rst and second 
channels by the number of subscribers) are the ones that everyone follows in the 
gamer YouTuber community.
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